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THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen,the agenda for this meeting

includes as a first item further consideration of any

comments and suggestions that have been made or that may be

made further today with reference to Items 7, 8a and 8b

of the provisional agenda. Following that, we will take

up as the second item on the agenda this morning a

discussion of Items 8c, 8d, 8e, 8g, 8h and 8i of the

provisional agenda.

With respect to the first item, namely, the further

consideration of Items 7, 8a and 8b, I should like to say

that after having given the matter ofour future procedure

further thought in the light of the statements made during

our last meeting, I have a proposal to make to the

Committee,which I hope will appeal to the members of the

Committee.

First, that instead ofattempting to dispose of all

of the suggestions made during our last discussion in full

Committee, I propose that the summary which has been prepared

by the Secretariat be referred immediately to a sub-committee,

those task it would be to examine them in detail in relation

to the United States text Charter, with a view to reconciling

them as far as possible in a compromise draft, which they

would report back to this Committee for its consideration

and approval. I am confident that most, perhaps all, of the

views expressed at our last meeting - views on the Secretariat

and on the problem of relations between the I.T.O. and other

international organizations - can, without too much difficulty,

be adjusted to the satisfaction of all delegations who have

expressed themselves on these subjects. This process of

reconciliation might be greatly simplified if undertaken in

the first instance by a small but adequately representative

ad hoc Committee I mean by that an ad hoe Committee set

up for that particular purpose, and that would not prejudice
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the settingupandconstituton of a further ad hoc committee at some other

time to deal with our further discussion of later topics on our Agenda.

I shall have a proposal to make as to the Constitution of such a sub-

Committee should the Committee agree with this procedure.

Secondly, I would suggest that with reference to Articles 67, 68,

69, 70, 71 and 72 of the United States Draft Charter, which are those

which we discussed at our last meeting , any Delegation which may

have further comments of general or specific nature, which it desires

should be taken into accunt by this proposed sub-Committee, should be

afforded an opportunity now of making such comments.

Thirdly, I would suegget that the Committee then proceed to a discussion

of the remaining provisions of Section G of the United States'document

which appear on the Committee's Order of Business as provisionally

accepted at our last meeting. I mean on theOrder of Business which was

provisionally accepted, namely, Article 73 on Legal Capacity of

Organisation, Article 74 on Privileges and immunities of Organisation,
Article 75 on Amendments to Charter, Article 77 on Contributions of

Members, Article 78, on Entry into Force and Article 79 on Withdrawal

and Termination. This discussion will be similar to that which took

place at our last meeting; that is to say Delegates will be free to

make either general observations or such specific comments as they may

desire. It will be helpful, however, if so far as practicable attention

can be concentrated on one Article at a time and if such general

observations could precede more detailed comment. At the end of the

debate on these items of the Agenda the Secretariat would again prepare a

summary of the points made for initial reference to a sub-Committee which I

suggest would then be set up for this additional material on the Agenda

which I am proposing we should take up to day.I have in mind that the

sub-Committee which we set up at the and of our meeting this morning would

have the task of covering both that and what was discussed at our meeting

on Friday.
Would this line of procedure be agreeable to the Committee?
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In the absence of any comments, I tate it that that suggestion

is agreed to. The next item, then, would be the continuation

of the discussion on items 7, 8b and 8a, which wre discussed

the other day, if anyone wishes to discuss them further at

this time. .^. -.

1., HOUIES (UK): Mr Chairman, might I uo back to Article 71.

i am not quite sure vhether ie dealt with It finally, though

I admit thatI raised a pci- in connection with it, rather

incidentally, I poulp like to ask w;ether the second paragra h

oo Aroicle 71, with its special reference to cne particular

aspect of int.ernational organisatlon with which the IT.O.
should co-operate, need be rzLarded as necessarily in its

final foom, ois there, for instance, any particular pcnt in

sln-llg out 1ood an& agriculture as particularly important

as a fiel for co-operation by the Cranisation?!Would not

itwbe witter Just to 2 ave out those words "-;th particular

re±erence to the 1-rortance of fccd and agriculture in relation

tI"the subjects dealt with In Chapter V1V? I can see that

tdere might be ail sirts ±f other candiCates: if you ment-on

oneoartocular thing, there would be other pecple who were

interested in special things who would ask for them also to be

specially mentioned,

THE CRAIRNAN: The point which the Delegate from the United King-

dom rai ses is one whtch vas raised the otherday, which I take

it Me wiMhes to have consi-ered further this Iorning. Does

anyone wlsb to comment on this point?

Mr PI.CE (.anada): We would agree, Nr Chairman, It seems to us

that the wording "shall co-operate with other international

organisations whoseItnteitsts and Activities are related to :is

purpose" is sufficiently broaZ to cover the situation, and that

you either go on from therc and spell out every organisation, or

you leave it at that.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
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THE CHAIRMAN: I hope that any delegate who wishes the floor will

not be at all hesitant about putting up his hand or putting up

his country's name, because it is rather difficult for me to see

far down the line, and I do not wish to slight anybody.

Mr. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I support the proposal of the

delegate of Canada, Mr Chairman.

THECHAIRMAN: Then I suggest that the Sub-committee be instructed

to take this point into consideration.

Mr. SCHWENGER (USA): MrChairman, I assume it is taken for granted

that they will also take into consideration the discussion we had

on the same point the other day. I refer only to the underlining

that I think I did of the extremely close relationship between

the work of the Commodity Commission, as it is provided for in

Chapter VI and the work that has been set out for the Food and

Agriculture Organisation by its Charter. It is not merely a

matter of having interests and activities that are related: it

is having interests and activities that interlock perhaps.

Mr BURY (Australiae); Mr Chairman, in support of Mr Holmes, I would

like to suggest that before the I.T.O.is formed, we should hope

to see equally close relations between some body within I.T.O.

and the Economic and Employment Commission of the United

Nations. There is also provision for obviously cllse inter-

locking with the Monetary Fund and the Bank, and in connection

with the possible chapter on industrial development there will be

further bodies there with which co-operation would be close; and

I should regard it as quite impossible really to single out one,

because at this stage of the Charter the linking happens to be

rather closer perhaps with F.A.O. than with any other. But already

there is the Monetary Fund and the Bank. At least the Monetary

Fund is specifically mentioned, and this list would inevitably grow.

Mr DAO (China): Mr Chairman; at the last meetting we suggested that

if particular reference were made to F.A.O., the Bank and the Fund

might be included in this reference; but we are equally satisfied
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with the proposal of the United Kingdom delegate to delete this

particular reference, and also we agree with the wording just

suggested by the United States delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comments on this point? I take it then

that this will be submitted to the sub-committee for further

consideration and for returning with an agreed draft if it

is possible.

Are there any further comments on the sections which we

discussed the other day and which we are resuming this morning?

MR. PIERCE (Canada): One point, Mr. Chairman, which we might ask

the Drafting Sub-Committee to have a look at, and that is the

question of the safeguarding or the transfer of pension rights

and other acquired benefits. When a Civil Servant leaves the

service of his country and goes to the international organiza-

tion I think it most important that those rights either be

safeguarded or transferred. It would make it very difficult

to get a good staff unless we do make provision. I do not know

whether it should come under Article 70 or some other Article.

I think perhaps it should come under Article 70, and the Sub-

Committee might consider a paragraph which would instruct the

Director-General to explore the matter with the United Nations

organizations and impose on the members some obligation to

co-operate in that regard.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Secretary wishes to comment on that.

THE SECRETARY: Mr. Chairman, with the permission of the United

States delegate can I just draw attention to para. 2 of Article

70, which says: "The conditions of service" etc "shall be fixed,

so far as practicable, in conformity with those for members

of the Secretariat of the United Nations..." It so happens that

this question of common pension rights has been under very active

consideration by the United Nations. A very detailed scheme

has been actually formulated by a body of experts. That scheme

6.
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provides, among other things, for transfer of pension

rights on the part of people coming into the employment
of the United Nations or of any specialized agency which

chooses to come within the framework of the scheme. The

proposals are, I believe, under consideration by the

Assembly at their current meeting.

I would only add, in reference to the discussion the

other day about co-ordination, that this is one field in

which co-ordination of activities between the United

Nations and the specialized agencies is proceeding very

rapidly indeed. There have been quite a number of

conferences between the United Nations and various

other organizations so far brought into relationship,

and it looks at this moment as though it will be possible

to set up a common Pensions Fund with centralized

administration, in which this matter of transfer and

of protection of pension rights, among others, will be

adequately taken care of.

MR. COLBAN (Norway): Mr. Chairman, I understand that we are

also now discussing Article 72, and there I would have a

small drafting amendment to make. It is said in the

4th line, "These persons may be appointed without

regard to their nationality". It might be desirable/to

add "from among nationals of the members of the organiza-
tion", in/that wav confining the choice to nationals of

the members of the organization. It is perhaps super-

fluous, but it would not do any harm to point it out,

and I think that the United Nations Assembly has adopted

an almost similar rule.

MR. PALTHAY (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I want

to apologise for going back to Article 70 and the proposal

made by the delegate of Canada. I am entirely content

7.
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with the explanation made by the Secretariat, and I would

even say, bearing upon the second paragraph of Article 70,

concerning relations between the United Nations and the

staff, that this should be done away with, because it will

be taken up again in the contract with the United Nations

and no such formal stipulation should appear in the Charter

itself.

As regards the proposal made by the Norwegian delegation,

I fully agree with it and I see no objection to adding these

words or provisions.

MR. BURY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, I Would like to suggest that

the conditions of recruitment and service for the staff of

the I.T.O. should be exactly similar to the ones for the

United Nations Secretariat, unless some special reason can

be adduced in special cases for departing from it. For

instance, as the delegate of Norway pointed out, if a

member of the United Nations is not a member of the I.T.O.

it would perhaps be good ground for barring its nationals

from serving I.T.O., but other than for special reasons I

could suggest they should be exactly the same, with the

greatest possible facilities for interchanging staff with

the. United Nations and with the other specialized agencies.

MR. PIERCE (Canada): Mr. Chairman, as I understand the suggest-

ion of the delegate of Norway, the staff could be recruited

only from members of this organization and not from members

of the United Nations. Now this organization is much

smaller now and might remain much smaller than the United

Nations. You could not get interchange, of course, if you

carried that out. I wonder whether it would not be better

to give a preference to members of the organization, but not

necessarily exclude others. There might be conditions

there a very good technical man is available from a member

of the United Nations, but not a member of this organization.
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rrAtsy Mr. seeChamn, iple I Be-e no;:

objecticn to the -roposal of the delegate of Canada, but

this shots hot terribly difficult it is to discuss the

Secregariww mawters as won,was -e do not knor hor the

thole organization ill look. To my minduthe organization
unless

1.11 not be a reality / it is,not universal, but at any

ragrecomprising a very r:oat number of the same States

as are menbore of the United Nations, so from my point of

viet it is immaterial whether you say "nationals of the

Stator, members ofothe United Nations" rr "members of

thiseorganiwation'e but I agree -ith tho delegate of

wenada that towbe on the safe side ;e ought to give a

preference to nationals of the members.of this organization,

MR. SCF.ETGER (Unitcd States): Mr. Chairman, on this point I

think it miwht help to say that -e considered/this point

at some lwngth an. sympathise -ith the point of view

rhppresseg. Imuhink prg'as the forrila. sug-ested by the

delegate ow Canada is one that re did not consider, and

it euld optrhapswwe bean adctwd if -t had, but re did

feel it ras desirable to leave free the possibility in

exceptional cases of picking even members of non-United

NatCons, anc I belCeve that at this Oonference, if I am

nct mistamere7e do have arrember of the Sec:etariat

picked by we United Nations'-ho is not a member of the

nited Nations andwcomes from a cwuntry associated Tith

that of twe delegate of Nornay, so that the desirability

of pepmitn l that exce-tior. -to be made is illustrated

by our orn meeting.

MR. DAO (whina): I have t-o points to make, Mr. Chairman, in

reg rd to .rwecle 70,lthe.SWcretarial Staff, e are ali

more or less agreed that thcre should be proper co-ordination

betrden the various Secretariats of the United Nations. The

informatio fuynished by theoyecretariat is verY helpful,

9.
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but may I suggest for the consideration of the Drafting

momietece that a clause similar to that adoptedbyUNECOO,

to the effect that "Nothing in this Article shall preclude

tec organization from entering into special arrangements

-ith the neiecd Nations organization for common services

and staff an -fr etec interchange of personnel", might be

considered as an additional clause to Artecec 70? I

believe that scaha- cliswewmouldmeet twewdishes of a

large number o etecdegegeaese ecre.

The secnpdpooits sb related to the first sentence of

para. 1:"eThcDeieoctor-General shall appoint the staff

of the Seceotariat and fix its duties and terms and

conditions of service."Wesugigest that a phrase might

be added to the sentence: " in accordacwewpit eteo

regulations appodvdab eteo onfecrnce."

HEC AIRMAN: rh there any more comments on the sections

of the Charter whichweare discussing under Item 1 of

our Agenda?

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I have

a very general remark to make. That is why I reserved it

for the end of this discussion. I wish to thank very much

the State Departmentof the Ueited States for having

provided a translation of the proposed Charter, especially

as it is very useful for countries like mine, which are

used to expressing their thoughts in the French language.

However, I have a few remarks to make about that translation.

It is not always entirely satisfactory as regards the

terminology and some expressions in it should be revised.

I would quote a few examples. In Artecle 71, the beginning

of the first paragraph, in the French version it says

"L'Organisation devra être relice aux Nations Unies", which

should read "... devra être rattachee", (and there are a

10.
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fromother examples in Frenc which I do not think it is

necessary to translate). The Belgian delegaation would make

certain reservations about this translation and would wish

that the text be revised.

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, might I refer to

Article 75 - or have we not get to it? It comes under 8e.

THECHAIRMAN: I am sorry.We are coming to that in a moment,

but I am not sure we have concluded the first item on our

agenda. That would be in the second half of our morning's
work, I think, and I want to be sure we have concluded the

first half.

MR. BURY (Australia): Mr. Chairman, I should like to make

one very general remark about Article 68 in connection

with the Annual Budget. It is only to say that we would

hope for the maximum integration of the budget arrangements

of I.T.O. with those of the United Nations.

THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no further comments on the first

part of our agenda this morning we will new proceed to the

second part. The delegate of the United Kingdom had started

to bring up a joint in connection, I believe, with Article

75. I certainly wish to provide an opportunity for him,

but I wonder whether it would not be preferable to start

in the orddr of the discussion, and when we come to

Article 75, that he would be willing to bring up his point

at that time?

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: If that is agreeable, we will then pass to Item

8o of the agenda, on the Legal Capacity of the Organization,
which is Article 73 of the draft Charter.

In the absence of comments I take it this Article is

agreed to.

11.
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The next item is Article 74, 8d of our Agenda,

Privileges and Immunities of the Organization.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): With regard to

Article 74, I wish to ask the Committee if they

would not think it useful to provide that the staff,

especially the chief members of the staff, should

enjoy special privileges, and especially diplomatic

privileges?

12.
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WrN CRREDE(USA) I -wndif teecco meno ftmmroe delegate of
Frenco does not depend to some extent on cisoissions that are now

going on in connection with the personnel of the secretariat of

the United Nations, and if we ought not to anticipate that the

outcome of those discussions would be applied to the personnel

of this Organisation. I do not know whether the Secretary has
anything that he can tell us about t.at

THE CHAIRMAN: The Secretary wishes to say a wo.d

THE SECRETARY: Mr Chairman, in response to the delegate from the

United States, it ia fact that negotiations are proceeding

between theUnitedNations and theUnited States, as host

Governmetn,and other member Governments, coveringthewhole
question ofamenities and privileges not only for the United

Nations but as a consequecnce also forother specialised agencies.

The Secretary General is under instructions from the Assembly to

consult with the representatativesofspecialised agnecies in this

regard. Finality, as far as I know, has not yet been reached,

butiIt would appear to medesirable that we should not .as the

United States delegate suggested, be too definite at this stage,

but await the outcome of thesenegotiations which will undoubtedly

have rather generalapplication. I should just add that the text

of this ArticI ssiddentical with the eoxt of the relevant provis-

ions in the Charter of the United Nations, and ,if not identical

with, is at least substantially the sameas the corresponding text

in the UNESCO constitution and in the constitution of the World

Health Organisation.
THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no More comments upon Article 74, we pass

then to Article 75: Amendments to the Chrater.

Mr HOLMES(UK): I wanted an opportunity, If I might, MrChairman,

to refer for Article75, which is an Article of same obvious

importance, thoughI thinkiIt may well be found that we shall not

13



be able to reach a finaldecision about this, like many other,of

the Articles we have under consideration, until we see how the rest

of this Session or perhaps the next Session of the Preparatory

Committee developes. The point here about this Article, which

is I think based in general, at any rate, on Articles 108 and 109

of the Charter of the United Nations, is to provide for amendments

becoming effective when they have received a certain majority and

become bindingon Members aftera majority decision. What is not

provided I think is what happens about those countries which

findthemselves in the minority. The intention may well be that

this should be decided by the Conference under subsecticn 2 of the

Article, but that is not specificallystated. It may be that that

would be the best way of dealing with each situation as it arose,

ad hoc; but thatisnot selaiddown by subsection 2, which merely

says that the Commitee should adopt rules of procedure for carry-

ing out the provisions ofthis Article. Subsection1 does in fact

contain something of a gap.

Mr.ERIK COLBAN(NorwayMr Chairman, Iam not quite certain what

the meaning is in the clause involving fundamental alterations in

the objectives of the Organisation. I quite agree with the rule

in so far as new obligations by the Members are concerned; that

is reasonable: nobody can be forced into new obligations without

their own consent. But whatdoes"fundamental alterations in

the objectives of the organisation" mean? Are not we on much

firmer ground if we do not anticipate at once such, a thing

as fundamental alterations in the objectives, that is, that we

shall steer an entirely new course. We discuss herein detail

hundreds and hunreds of different points, and then all of a

sudden on a two-thirds majority in view of an economic world

situation, we may throw it all overboard and start something

entirely new. I think itis unnecessay to anticipatethat, and

somewhat risky. I do notmake any proposal: I just communicate
to you my hesitation.
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Mr BURY (Australiá): Mr Chairman, I would like to put the

opposite point of view to that of the delegate for Norway; that

is that if over a long period of years the I.T.O. is to be

successful, it will have to adjust itself not only to changing
economic circumstances, but also to the changing climate of

economic thought. Withincountries indvidually the whole slant

of economic policy has changed in the last few years, and it is

equally possible that there may be fundamental developments in

economic thought in relation International trade, of which

ITO should be able to take account and adjust itself. Therefore

in our opinion it should be possible to bring about changes not

that involve newobligations - that obviously must depend on

indivldual countries concerned - but changes of a minor kind

in the Articles which do enable the Organisiation to adjust

itself to circumstances without undue difficulty.

Mr ERIK COLBAN (Norway):Mr Chairman, I agree with the Australian

delegate that we must be able to introduce modifications in

questions of detail, but itis the words "fundamental altera-
tions in the objectives of the Organisation" that I do not

like. It is an invitation to do anything youlike by a two-

thirds majority.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that the delegate from Norway feels that

the advancement of the economic welfare of the peoples of the

world will probably remain a continuing objective. I just

throw that in without charge.

M. HOUTMAN (Belgium) : (interpretation):Mr Chairman, I think we

could satisfy the delegate from Norway if we madeit precise that

the basic obligations of the International Trade Organisation

are those mentioned in Article 1, and that basic changes which

would modify the aims and obligations of the Organisation

different from that Article, would be subject tothe provisions

of Article 1, Iwould therefore suggest that in Article 75

15.
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obje oiveseoflgactsrganisatio "wr,dswordsi-st n, the-oshould,

ge diCageds envsilr in Artec"e 1 oe ".e Chartorf.
Ar. AbA):iMr (Chairman,I deelsCdesirer.1meif ire cnarl-icatioi

of thwhichtIbelieer to7:eh I evttoms ofmportanceiocrtacej
Ih s hn"rcated Ieere thyt thamemamentalfundeanta alteratlons

of thn ofjecgiOegoi tatiorLand alsothattheMntaon aeQMembershV wCLh;Oc

mobligations.Iay draot idathelasineIabdunersaant.st phrnse

of Arnicle 75e (1) tgationseagdhat thd otli<:- an' theseal;era-

tl-ts orulo hae effeemberscm fbeeall vtdhe m when appro.Cby a

y.tTwiwordaaharita td-t dollow "ani thereafter

fma MMem reoeina !bpr -c icceitanIe bd Id" dun-erstan. to

7hrdhatatieseamid fic^dlont aa& alderotidnsowoulw n-t affect

tionminotminoioyymemberof aii itha unteptedeltdm. acc the

aThmerys mpori i -pointt DA'auseArbic9,wh9,cwhi 7cd 'ch eals

thdrawal, prothrovthitesa_member coeeaaheave the-VOt

nigteioateaneaftae thp eafirntionfiv oiie yeaosinct4ce.

IrHWC-GERCh- (USATha nit as thnii-atirl five ye.rs,

Ir. NLA1ILLA (Cuba) :Welevenerf thispe iIdio s onoy cne year,

hinamekfundamentala amendmest ulotodly_be soobligatory on a

oritmm:emerpfhe acceptedit during th e ime that he is

obliged to remain a Member of the Organisation, before the

expiration of the five or one year's period of notice which

hehasto give. I thinkthat should cover the whole situation

Dr.W.C. NAUDE (South Africa) :Mr Chairman, it seems to me that

this is an Article on which some and possibly most of us would

like to think a little more; but there is a further point, that

we may want to consider it at alater stage againThere is a

reference tovoting there. Whenwecome todiscussvoting proced-

ure or voting strength,it is quite possible that proposals

differentfrom this draft that we are talkingabout new may come

Forward I have inmindthe possibility that we may introduce
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I tae cIse he Fundandthe undBankI no that
regarding amendments combines a proportion of the members with a :

-,:- ,n*proportion of thv goting strgnSth in threspectivet.mendments.
The implication, therefore, is that if we are going to change the

provisons of the draf das it stands now in respect of voting

strength- that is, one member one vote idea - then we may

perhaps want to amend Ahis draft Article as it stands now, anyway,

In the case of the Fund and the Bank, they have combined itlike

this: when three-fifths of the members-having four-fifths of

the total voting power approve of an amendment.

Mr van TUYLL (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, there are other points to

make on this Article 75, and in raisingthese points I do not

want to find a solution but ondi to open discussion on these

Points, a One is that fundamental alterations may be of a

different kind; the alterations may make a further contribution

to the purposes of the Organisation, andwould mean further

concessions, if I may say so, which the Members envisage. If

there iy a minority who have not accepted these fundamental alter-

ations which would entail further contribution to the purposes,

what action should the two-thirds members take with regard to the

non-acdepting members?, There is the point there of the most-

favoured-nation clause which comes into play. Another thing is

that the fundameniol alteration may be a different thing: It may

not be a further contribution to the purposes of the Charter but

another point of view that the Members want to stress. Then the

two-thirds majority may have a differentipoint of view from

that of the minority. These points of view may clash. What

wall be the position of the minority? I do not know what the

solution should be. I only want to make these two points. One

was the most-favoured-nation treatment of the minority and another

ls what willhappen if the two groups of opinion clash.

17.



Mr. ALAMILLA (Cuba): May I have clarification of thepoints that

I raised from the delegation of the United States, as they have

drawn the Charter?

Mr . KELLOGG (USA): This amendmenent Article is derived from the

amendment Article in the constitution of UNESCO, as you have

probably noticed. In the case of UNESCO it received a good deal

of consideration, and it was apparently felt by most of the nations

working on it that that was about the best compromise solution

one could reach. It did not seem possible to bind a minority to

fundamental changes in their obligations; I do not think any

country would agree to that. This has been hashed over before

in the case of UNESCO and in the case of other agencies, and in

looking over the various amendment Articles, this seemed to be

about the best. I realise that thatis rather a weak excuse.

but we have got to depend on the experience of other organisa-
tions.

Mr. ALANILLA (Cuba): Can I take lt, then, that the solution is that

the minorilty would not be bound by any vote of the two-thirds

majority, unless it accepted it?

Mr KELLOGG (USA): Amendments which do not involve changes of

fundamental objectives or new obligations will, of course, go

through.

18.



Mr.ALANILLA (Cuba): Just one more thing, Mr Chairman.I would just

make the reservation that when we come to the discussion onArticle

79 I would ask for more clarification with regard to the five-year

and one-year periods to which we had reference before.

Mr. HOLMES (UK): Mr Chairman, I do not think we have yet quite met the

point that I made, which I certainly would not wish to press at this

stage, and that is what happens about the Member who does not either

accept a new obligation or take advantage of article 79 to withdraw.

Mr. COLBAN(NORWAY):Mr Chairman, that is a point. What stipulations will

be binding upon such a member, certain paragraphs of the Charter

having/been altered by a valid majority decision? These

stipulations do not exists any more and a minority is bound by nothing.

This is a very very difficult Article and it has to be gone through

very very carefully. I amafraid we shall finally find ourselves

in the position that we can only say that amendments to the Charter

shall be effective upon receiving the/approval of the Conference by a

vote of the majority, and make an exception that they must not

impose new obligations upon the members, and then in case a new

situation arises the full Conference will discuss it and will then by

a unanimous vote adopt a new charter or adopt a Charter by such

adhesion as then may be possible, and those who will not agree to the

new Charter will disappear from the Organisation, but you cannot have

in the same Organisation members on an entirely different footing.

Mr. SCHWENGER (U. S.): Mr Chairman, in drafting this Article I think it is

fair to say that we had these problems in mind - perhaps I ought to say

this dilemma in mind - because it is extremely difficult to

provide amethod of amendment which will make the Charter sufficiently

flexible, sufficiently adapt .ble,so that you can meet the kind of

critical situation that we have envisaged in this question.

Fundamentally our purpose in this Article (and I hope it will be the

purpose of the Committee) is to make it possible to arrive at changes

19.



without interrupting the development of the co-operation of Nations

which will presumably already have gotten well started within the ..

organisation and I suppose that it would be only rarely if at all that

there would ever be an amendment of such great importance that it would

represent a single step that so greatly changed the nature of the

organisation that many members would seriously consider withdrawing

atner than accepting it, or that the members who had accepted would

be very seriously affected by the fact that some of the Members had

not yet accepted it, and i.e had assumed that there would be a process by

which, by the time two-thirds of the organisation had accepted the

amendment,it would be pretty well towards becoming unanimously accepted

with perhapsa singleand a small exception.

I just make these general remarks because I am sure this is

somthing we have to consider carefully in the drafting committee and

I think we ought to think of the amendment process mostly as being

a process of makingsmall changes that become apparent as necessary

in the course of the operation of the organisation rather than of

making fundamental alterations in the objectives. I confess that I

personally an very much impressed by the argument of the Delegate

of Norway in regard to that word. This was copied, as Mr.

kellogg has said, from the UNESCO Article, and the Drafting
Committeewill have to consider whether perhaps we might have copied it a

little less scrupulously, wordfor word.

Mr.PIERCE(CANADA): The Drafting Committee might bear in mind that while

a situation where different members have accepted different

obligations is anomalous, it is not necessarily intolerable. PICAO,

the Air Organisation, has an arrangement of that kind where members

have accepted widely varying types of obligations and yet the common

body of obligation is sufficiently large to justify holding them all

together in membership. There is one minor Drafting point too. It is

the use of the word "majority".What is meant, I takeit, is approval

by a two-thirds vote of the members of the Conference not a two-thirds

majority. 20.



THECHAIRMAN: If there is no further discussionon Article75 Ishouldlike

to get the views of the Committee with reference to this matter: would it

be desirable, instead of referring Article 75 to the sub-Committee to report

back on an attempted draft, to defer the attempt to make a draft on this

Article pending discussion on some of the related articles, in other

parts of the Charter? Reference has been made, for example, to the
~~~~~~~

relawwonsip vith the provision on voting and also the relationship to

the provisionhdn witaanawal meTd terination.m It nay be we shall encounter

otherwwoiees vhero there is some relationship. It sees to the Chair

that it might be better to hold up the attempt to formulate an agreed
draft An this prticle ending disoofsion Os these other paragraphs and

atte.t'that task at ax little later point. However, that is for the

Committee to decide.

UDEE.OUTHAFRICAATT1rRI think the second alternative would be
th. better,

CHAIRMAN::~If there are no further comments I take it the second

alteInative I Mentioned would be agreed to by the Committee.
The next item is 8p of our Provisional Agenda: "Contributions of

Members", which would be Article 77 in the proposed Charter. I might
add that Article 76 has been omitted at this point of our work because
it was so clearly tied up with other parts of the Charter and I think

it should await the discussion of other provisions of the Charter.
Mr.DAO (CHINA): With regeard to thesecond part of Article 77 we wonder

whether the provision in the United Nations Charter might be adopted with
reference to the failure of a Member to meet its financial obligations. It

is Article 19 in the United Nations Charter: "AMember of the United

Nations which is in arrears in the payment of its financial contributions

to the organisation shall have no vote in the GeneralAssembly if the

amount of its aruaars equals or exceeds the amount of the contributions

due from it for the preceding two full years. The General Assembly may,
nevertheless, permit such a Member to vote if it is satisfied that the

failure to pay is due to conditions beyond the control of the member".
21.
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k, AhinA thcle rtietee1tter be-tsra than theporopo popcksed

provision in the Draft Charter.

IRMAN:,,IN: The Chair is no quiteocleortas tD whe woints .hich the

emfrom e fn.maChmaa ig._.kinLg Ig hs su-geAtinA that 7ticleny7 ny in arv

essentialfferedim Arm A froa _rticle 19? - -

Ai:uI Dts (CHIW) t ma nat fundafere-lly difroerovisions,s pmvisi s, but

Anl-u1 v1fwo.rtncie i9 cf oheons ted Natimosmoharter is ',re precise

in tts onterpthe failure of membeurem1.m_ rs to -eet their

figancoal obliLati:ns. It is statciselite prememmem that if .L-bers

ail to geegothoir oblieatecns then thty shall have no vote in the

mbnerif the amountiheithieoaarearsakEalr ^rers equlstor exceeds nhe

a oontributioncedueomrom them for thethea far th, preceding two full

yeahs, hhereas in t. proposed Draftatt here it srrightt the XiEht

.f a .. ber to vote inenhe Confermacemahall auto..tically be suspended

be su~hoo.eoor woils f:s tim succemtivmeeears ao _alt ils fin.nciaj

obmay may mean that the memby -any have failedto meetled t,. eet its

gatgations obliatisns in part.

AL(NETNETHERLANDA purelyformal pooraacoulintd me -ade here,

Chairman - - thahetl diffeoence in theotwc irtocles is duo tc the

tachatAo rticle o9 tf ohe Uniteationsess Chertcomec.es undtr %he

heagnia"f AVot"na' oAr ixticle o7 _f hemITO Chartermco.es under the

hingon&o"tributioniuns oMemheebors", anhereorefre necessarily the

wording should be gliLhtly different.

CHAIRMAN: Are there anerey ther-Armme..ents An ,rticle 77?

ar. BURA (,uatrrlia): I h oemmne fher comme._Ant make.ie An -rticle 77;

that itheapportioninginL oh toe sha eomtm be paid membe;bers of the

Confecenae, There as ontribuieutionsmmoaieetce working now, appointed

bythe United Nations. PerhapsheSecighetarymight enlnlighten us on the

details, all in aelrgall 1 thesorgae nisations lakong wrganleak2ces

pleca as tohepehaebre of pxjeescs to be borne by each, and I would

suggest, in order to save ITfromcithisrangnsle, thatew should adopt

theome scale leas the United aNotions in prop.rtion, according to
22.



Mr.HOLNES (UK): Mr chairman,the Australian Delegate asproduced a

labour-saving device with which in generalIquiteagreebut refers
to the sale shares being adopted. The membership of the United Nations
and of the ITO might at an early stage,at any rate, be rather

different andtheproportions to that extent might be rather falsified.
would it meet his point if we said the same principles were adopted?

MrBURY (AUSTRALIA): Yes, that would meetmy point.

Mr.ALANILLA(CUBA):I would like to raise a point of order,Mr Chairman.

I believe that in Article 77 we are ready dealing with the position of a

~~~~~.tt-er 'hat does not contribbte, aally hhe atAaaoctu.l contribution should

beudiscwwsed vhecome oo-e tggparafrooh A4 ,f rticle 55, in which it says:

"¶he Concereaallshpproaporhve tgg bud&et e organisaaxcnstion and shall

2ppor ion ptpeheeeeoxntss f ge orationmomongtheanDmem. rs"uugg sn~gest

that this discu sionddhoulK be untilwwtieell dcaJ specifically with this

para ra h 4 thndwwnat -e restrict ourseavthises atmoment to what will

ifahappmedoesio.brrt pay.

URY (AUSTRUSTRALIA):o wculreegee witht,MtChairma rman.=

EB HARMANIiIN:m :yay on behfalo -fhe Chair that I think the leDege~a
of Cuba sam zada go vod poinof order.r. I thknw -e should confine our

attention at ts time to~. ts matt-ter of penalinisg meersmwb ho are

in arrears, athatnd thdiffe icul here mayy be ir geLard tohe4 title,

Wich says: "Contributo ns fMMemb±rs"whenn waa re reallooc speakkin iof

hatt, strictly. Z

RICA): Perhaps the DraftingCommiPerhA~s the Draftin =nittee could

icle for us?le of that .rticle fer us? ,

madebytheD(CIa7);ufe u;ipt the su .est.on Ci£the Delee o Ciba-

pendingthe voting in con-estion co stspenair+ the vtina in con-

junction with article 53.
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Mr. ALMILLA(Cuba):It may beIdidnotmakemyselfclear
but I believe we should deal herewith "Entry into Force",
and therefore ifMembers are to be deprived ofthe rightto
vote through being in default of their contributions,Ithink

this is the moment to discuss that matter, although weshall wehl

come back to voting and how we are to vote wwhdealwithewJ dl
Article 53. Thergfore my iuigestion Js that we should deal

here with agl the tman's that smy happen to members who may

default in their payments, whatever the pbayment maye and

whatever the votindfgmay be; a then I suggest the title

should be: "Default of Members in their Contributions", or

some such words.

THE CHAIRMAN I may say mthaot it sees tme that we are not called

upon at this moment to pass on a question as to where this

provision should come in the Charter; but we have very properly

discussed the question of c nI take ittha taek li tat the Sub-

committee which I pro upe to setu will take into account the

suCestions which have been made as to the content, and, if it

cares to do so, of course, can also consider the plite where iu

shiuldhcome Jn tLe Charter. rf there a;e no further comments,

I take it we have concluded discussion of Article 77, and that

the time has now arrived when we should consider some routine

business which woulb have to e transacted before we can close

our meeting for the morning. It is past 1W.30 now. 1e have to

consider one or two further matters bejore we adiourn, and I

suggest that this woood be a gOoa point at which to break off our

discussions of the provisions of the Charter this morning, Is it

agreeable that we s atld stop4a this point after which I wish

to make somsugurthernssggestiotn? (Aft:- a pausel:) The next

item I think would be the appointmenubcommhe SUubcomittee to

whichI referred at the beginning of our meeting. I want to

say with respect to that that it seems desirable to keep the

number of any such Subcommittee fairly well laimited, lst we
24.
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simply be reconstituting this full Committee under another name

as a Subcommittee.In making appointments to such a Subcommittee;

I have in mind, of course, primarily, the extent to which the

delegates from the different countries have an active interest

in one or other phase of our discussion; but, inasmuch as our

discussion has covered a great deal of ground, that means that

the number of persons on this Committee who have manifested

such interest is rather large. I shall nominate the represen-

tatives of some countries for this Committee, but I assure you

that if any other country which has not been named feels that it

wants to be representedon this Subcommittee, the Chair will not

interpose any objection. I want to add one further word, and that

is that from time to time if we continue to follow this proced-

ure, there will be new ad hoc Subcommittees such as this, presum-

ably with changing representation with regard to the different

countries; so that there is nothing particularly set about the

designation of this Committee. I suggest that the membership

of this Subcommittee should include the delegates from China,

France,Norway, Australia, the United States, the United

Kingdom and Cuba.Irepeat, however, that if any other

country wishes to serve on this Subcommittee, I should be very

glad to add them. My only concern is not to have the

Subcommittee too large. I would suggest also that, if it is

agreeable to him, the delegate from Norway serve as Chairman of

this Subcommittee.

Mr ERIK COLBAN (Norway) : Chairman, I am very grateful for the

-honour you intened to bestow upon me; but I am really very very

busy : I have my Embassy to look after; I have the Conference;

I amthe Chairman of the Delegation; I must study the documents

of all the five Commissions of the Conference. So I would be

very very grateful if I could escape this honour and only

serve as an ordinary Member of the Draftiing Committee.
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TEH HAIRMANW: Th s Cair desires to beat ahasty retratefrom .

hat liJne of procedued, ad to suggest that the Subcommitttee

then choose its wn Chairman;and Mr Turner will co-opCerate in6

eingthat the Committee has the earliest repportuniy mt mMeet

ad transact its buiness. Wiolthe Memmbers fi tils ubcommitttee

emain for two or treiemi-nutes at the ed of this meeting for

furthe r cofenrecne.I1 take it that e shall not ble able to have

our next meting until thisSubcommittee has met a ndmade itss

Repot. I should hope that that tReprot oCuld be forhcooinig

soon enough so that we colad ave anothermeeting of thefull1

ommittee by sayThursday or Friday. If there is no furthere

usinesss,the meeting :is conluded.,

,Themeeting roseeat .1i.43p.m.))_ _ _
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